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Introduction

So far the surface resistance of super
conducting rf cavities has usually been
measured at low field levels. For the
design and the operation of a supercon
ducting linear accelerator, However, ~he

realization of the sources and consequen
ces of possible field dependent effects
seem important, since these may lead to
additional losses and field limitations.
As a first step such phenomena should be
studied in principle. Consequences, con
cerning the operation of linear acceler
tors or the design of structures taking
into account these effects will be sub
ject of further investigations.

that the number of field emission elec
trons from the maximum field neighbour
hood will be far dominant.

The rf power coupler consists of a
loop whose damping influence has been
reduced by a slottea superconducting
disk. The dimensions of the slot were
such as just to allow a critical coupling
at low field levels. With this coupling
device and with the usual lead plating
technique of our institute a low field

Q-value of Q = 1.3 • 108 has been ob-
tained. 0

principle of measurements

The field amplitudes inside the re
sonator have been computed from

E
c

K Ii'Q (2)
g 0

(B c = field amplitude in a macroscopic

distance from the surface; P g total

resonator power dissipation; Qo = reso

nator Q-value; K = constant, depending
on the resonator geometry and the ordi
nates of the point in question).

P has been determined from the trans-g
mitted power and the coupling coefficient
k. The Qo-value Qo = QL(l+k) was obtained

from the decay constant 1 = QL/w observed

at pulsed operation and the coupling
coefficient k from the standing wave ratio
on the rf supply line.

The additional losses PFE+S(E) besides

the ohmic losses PW(E)
(1)e

The model-cavity

A simple A/2-coaxial cavity (fig. 1)
without gap has been chosen where the
field is readily computed at any point.
Electrons accelerated from the inner to
the outer conductor in the region of
maximum electric field are not perturbed
by the magnetic field, which crosses zero,
there. There are electrons accelerated in
other field regions, which because of the
stronger magnetic field mayor may not
arrive at the outer conductor and only
partly contribute to the losses. These
electrons outside the maximum field re
gion, however, are disregarded since it
is obvious from the very strong field de
pendence of the field emission current
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(R.H. Fowler, L. Nordheim [1]. E = elec
tric surface field; ~ ~ field en5ancement
factor; 1 ~ workfunction; A = effective

emitting surface area; C
l

1.54. 10-6 ;
7c 2 = 6.83 • 10 ; F(Ec,f) .~ const. = .9)

Pg(E) - PW(E) = PFE+S(E)

°0(£)

are computed from the measured total
power dissipation Pg(E), the actual

Qo(E) and the Qo-value which has been

obtained at a sufficiently low field
level.
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The experimental results

Fig. 2 indicates the heavy decease of
Qo with increasing field amplitudes. The

total of the power dissipation and the
two fractions have been plotted in fig. 3.
The d~ter.mination of the parabola descri
bing the ohmic losses was based on the
low field Qo-value. It seems worthwhile

emphasizing that the additional losses
are already exceeding the ohmic ones at a
field level of 5 MV/m.

If the dependence of the field emission
current I FE on the field strength is

plotted according to Fowler-Nordheim

(IFB ~ PFE+S/E~ within the range of va

lidity of the field emission law {I},
plotted vs l/Ec ) a curve {cf. fig. 4,

where similar results of Wilson [2j are
added for comparison} is obtained, '.ihich
shows up to 5 UV/m that straigth charac
teristic, which one would expect for
field emission effects according to egu.
(1). Other effects leading to a similar
behaviour may, :.owever, t.,;ontribute. The
deviation from a straight line towarGS
smaller P -values and for higher L

C
-FE+S

levels proves that effects other than
described by equ. (1) do playa role,
here.

Whether this decrease of the slope of
the Fowler Hordheim-plot is due to
changes in the microstructure of the sur
faces which, ~ccording to (I) are bound
to have a strong influence on the field
emission, or whether phenomena of super
conductivity are the reason of these
changes has not yet been clarified. It
cannot be excluded either that the sur
face resistance shows a field dependence
similar to function (1) which does not
contradict the linear section of the plot
after fig. 4 so that the field emission,
which does take place and is proved by
bremsstrahlung measurements, does not
have to be the sole cause of the linear
characteristics. A striking feature is
the relatively slight slope of the straig~

line~, which would result in a field en
hancement of B > 6000 relative to values
around 200 which were measured by other
authors in assemblies at normal tempera
tures [3].

The field enhancement factors B calcu
lated from the linear part of the plot
for TM resonator .. ; of Wilson and the010
A/2 coaxial resonator differ by a factor
of about 1.5. '~'hus, they are in satis
factory agreement, if it is considered
that B represents a statement on the

microstructure of galvanic surface lead
coating performed in various baths. The
different effective emission areas, ~s
not surprising in view of the given
structures with completely different
modes of oscillation. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to derive from this a
potential agreement in deviation from
the straight line, ~ince Wilson carried
his measurements only up to about 5
million Vim, i.e. up to the threshold of
the deviation discovered in this work.

Conclusions

According to the state of the experi
ment the follOWing consequences can be
drawn already now:

I. The losses due to field intensity
dependent effects may by far exceed the
basic losses according to Ohm's law
occurring in superconducting resonators
of high Q-values in the range above some
5 million Vim.

II. The load imposed by the additional
losses and, vf course, also by the re
gular beam current in accelerating reso
nators requires a flexible coupling-in
mechanism with a high coupling reserve to
safeguard sufficient coupling factor for
power transmission. Hence, it will become
necessary to make also the coupling-in
mechanism superconducting.

III. In the design of superconducting
structures it will be necessary to con
sider the field dependent effects. Al
ready the emission of electrons on ex
posed surfaces, which has been recog
nized with certainty in this experiment
by radiation measurement, l~.akes it im
perative to make these critical regions
as small as possible. Because of the
strong field dependence of ~he field .
emission current (cf. (l» h~gh electr~

cal fields, ",-hich become effective on
structural surfaces and do not contri
bute towards the acceleration of the re
gular beam current, should be avoided.

There are numerous phenomena which
have been observed through th~ir effects
but are still largely unexplained. The
experiments will be continued with other
structures and with methods of measure
ment specially devised for specific prob
lems.
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Figure 1). Coaxial cavity A/2, £=751.65 MHz.
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Figure 2). ~-value vs. electric field amplitude.
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Figure 3). Power dissipation vs. field amplitude.
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Figure 4). Fowler-Nordheim-plot.
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